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Abstract 
Nanomaterials have gained much attention as in energy storage application for its unique 
electrical properties. Many research groups have developed various methods to fabricate 
nanomaterials for various applications. However, there exists much possibilities of 
developing cost-effective methods for nanomaterial fabrication. No one has studied using 
natural organic compound A as solution base for wet process nanomaterial synthesis. 
In this study, a new method of fabricating two-dimensional structure nanomaterials is 
proposed. This method is applicable for multiple metal elements such as copper oxide, 
copper hydroxide, and iron oxide. The two dimensional structure nanomaterials have 
prestige properties because of their large surface aspect ratio. The organic compound A is 
also found useful for silver nanoparticle synthesis. The growth mechanism of copper 
nanowires is also studied using other synthesis method. The IR absorption property for 
2D materials as well as copper nanorod are tested, and the 2D copper sheets perform light 
absorption properties characterized by UV-VIS. The organic compound A used in this 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1. Nanomaterials 
Nanomaterials have been studied and developed over past decades. They are materials 
with single unit size between 1 to 100 nanometers. Nano-sized particles exist in nature 
and most of them are too small for human eye detection. In engineering field, 
nanomaterials are created to meet certain properties such as optical, magnetic, electrical 
and thermal [1]. Unlike bulk materials having constant physical properties regardless of 
its size, nanomaterials properties are varied from different size and surface morphology. 
The size effect properties are observed in nanoparticles, nanowires, nanocrystals and etc. 
Take copper for instance, bulk copper is soft and can be bended easily. While the copper 
nanoparticles with size less than 20 nm do not shows the same ductility as bulk copper, 
instead copper nanoparticles are much harder compared to bulk copper.  
Figure 1.1 Images of different nanomaterials structure [2] 
As the increasing demand of energy storage, nanomaterials are widely applied in this 
area. For example, metal nanoparticles oftentimes have interesting optical and electrical 
. 
properties. The optical property of nanoparticles come from the extreme small size of 
particles so that they confine their electrons and generate quantum effects. Thus, there are 
possibilities of using those metal nanoparticles on organic materials based devices such 
as solar cells and OLEDS [3]. 
Nanowires are widely used and studied nanomaterials, they have diameter similar 
to nanoparticles and length of few microns. The aspect ratio of length and diameter 
determines the quality of nanowires in general. Nanowires are mostly applied in 
electrochemical sensors area because of its extraordinary electrical and thermal properties. 
Specifically, nanowires are often used to fabricate electrode or acting as catalyst in 
electrochemical sensors [4,5]. Similarly, as nanoparticles, nanowires have extreme small 
size so that it can control the properties of materials without changing chemical 
composition. The small dimension structures of nanowires are critical to the function and 
integration of electrical sensor devices. There are several advantages of using nanowires 
in sensor devices than other materials such as carbon nanotubes. First, the size and shape 
of nanowire can be controlled during synthesis process. Next, developed doping 
techniques make nanowires easier to apply on substrate. Then it is often found natural 
oxide layer forming outside nanowires so that it can block other chemicals [6-10]. All 
those properties make nanowires attractive as an active sensing material. The actual 
electrical property of nanowires is affected by wire diameter, crystal structure, wire 
thickness, surface condition, chemical composition and crystallographic orientation along 
2 
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wire growth direction. For instance, copper-based nanowires show very different 
characteristics between pure copper nanowires and copper oxide nanowires. Copper 
oxide nanowire can form two Schottky diodes when placed between electrodes, while 
pure copper nanowire generates linear ohmic behavior [11]. Crystalline structure always 
plays important role of determine element property. Perfect silicon-based nanowires can 
generate three conductance channels. When there exist surface defects by either removing 
or addition one or two atoms, it causes variation of conductance. Overall, nanowires are 
essential for developing next generation sensor platforms. 
1.2. 2D Structure Nanomaterials Property and Application  
Figure 1.2 TEM image of exfoliated OX-1 nanosheets [12] 
Recently a new research field related to metallic two-dimensional Nano-sheet has 
attracted much attention. 2D nanomaterials are crystalline materials consisting of 
two-dimensional single layer of atoms. The very first 2D material being found is 
graphene. After graphene has been discovered, scientists have progressively formed 2D 
sheet metal materials such as MnO2 and RuO2. Compared with nanowires, 
two-dimensional sheet has larger surface area and small thickness. Not only nanowires 
can be applied to electrode, nanosheets also have great potential in such area. There are 
generally two types of electrochemical capacitors: supercapacitors which store energy 
charge via electric double layer or non-redox process. They are also known as 
ultracapacitors or electric double layer capacitors. Another type is called 
Pseudocapacitors which store energy via redox process [13-15]. The small thickness of 
nanosheets make it possible for use in pseudocapacitors because most atoms in nanosheet 
can be exposed to the electrolyte and involved in redox reaction [16]. Traditionally, metal 
oxides like MnO2 and RuO2 are classic capacitor materials because of their large number 
of oxidation states [17-19]. When these oxides materials are fabricated into 2D flakes, 
they perform better chemical stability and durability. Moreover, many metal oxides 
contain tunnels or pores within crystal structure are also found very useful in energy 
storage application [20]. For capacitor applications, 2D nanosheets are highly 
recommended because of the minimized ion diffusion within lattice plane. Nanosheet can 
enable a simultaneous achievement of high energy density, while this is challenging for 
traditional bulk or one-dimensional materials. The energy stored in a capacitor is 
proportional to materials surface area, thus the key concept behind capacitors is to exploit 
the nanostructure materials with high surface to volume ratio [21]. However, one 
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challenge of these metal oxide material application is lack of layered structure. The 
production of two-dimensional surface morphology is hard. Thus, a successful method to 
produce two dimensional nanosheet is essential for further application. In recent years, 
carbon-based materials such as activated carbon, carbon nanotubes and graphene that 
generating EDLC characteristics have been applied supercapacitors due to their large 
surface area. But the performance of carbon materials cannot follow increasing demand 
for high power and energy densities [22].  
Transition metal oxides and hydroxides have been studied to be use as alternative 
materials to carbon electrodes in supercapacitors. RuO2 is a great material that shows 
high capacitance up to 1500 Fg-1 with a wide range of 1.4V [23-25]. But the problem 
with this material is its high cost and toxicity. So several low cost conductive metal oxide 
such as NiO, CuxOx, Ni(OH) and Cu(OH) have been studied to be applied in 
pseudocapacitors. Among those materials, copper-based materials are considered as 
potential electrode materials due to low cost, easy synthesis process and environmental 
friendless. And copper is the primary material for 2D nanosheet synthesis process in this 
study. Copper is a highly conductive element. It is only around 6% less conductive than 
the most conductive material, silver but it is much more abundant and costs less than 
silver. Copper is widely used in macro electrical wires because of its conductivity. With 
the development of micro-processors, copper nanomaterials have gained its market.   
Other than copper 2D nanosheet, copper nanocrystal is another interesting material 
being applied in energy storage industry. Energy is always a demanding research filed. 
Traditional energy resource has been proved as undesirable energy because they produce 
too much hazardous elements. Solar energy related industry has been successfully spread 
out all over the world. It is clean and sustainable energy. While, copper-based oxides and 
hydroxides with nanocrystal structure are interesting materials with solar absorption 
characteristics. It is mainly applied for LED lighting and solar concentrating [26]. The 
light absorption ability of copper nanocrystal can be further improved by changing 
structure morphology into nanorod. In this study, light absorption properties of both 
nanorods and nanosheets are discussed to compare the optical properties of these two 
different surface morphology materials.  
1.3. Nanomaterial Synthesis Process 
1.3.1 General Principals 
To generate any good nanostructure should be controlled properties, surface 
morphology and dimensions. Usually, nanostructure materials are synthesized by 
producing crystallization of solid state structure along certain direction with different 
mechanisms. For instance, in general, there are two methods for all kinds of nanomaterial 
synthesis: “bottom-up” and “top-down” approach. “bottom-up” method is the 
self-assembly process of small size element structures changing into larger structures. 
While “top-down” approach is the self-assembly process of reducing large structure into 
smaller structure [27-29]. Currently, “top-down” methods are more dominant for research 
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field because of the low cost of raw materials for synthesis. For actual synthesis process, 
there are two main methods, gas phase and solution phase. For gas phase, it includes 
chemical vapor deposition and can produce nanomaterials on a substrate. But this process 
often suffers from low yield [30,31]. The solution phase process is more scalable and 
simpler compared to gas phase. Because it can change variables like temperature, 
concentration, pH value with short time and precise control with solution phase process. 
However, solution phase process usually comes with contamination from other chemicals 
during synthesis process. The contamination can be further removed by vacuum, thermal 
heat or additional cleaning. For this study, all synthesis for different materials are 
accomplished by solution based wet process.  
 For wet process synthesis, the generation of nanomaterials is mostly self-assembly or 
self-organization process. To further explain the process, usually one solid state material 
is set in liquid solution Then the material would form inorganic microscopic material by 
contacting surfactant organic solvents reduced by other agents [32]. One important factor 
for nanomaterial synthesis is creating a desirable surface structure for growth to take 
place. 
A capping agent is essential for nanomaterial synthesis. The capping agent with strong 
binding molecule from dense layer on the particle surface will stabilize nanomaterial 
better. The capping agent with weak binding molecule would cause large nanomaterial 
size and fast growth, even aggregation. Usually those capping agents are organic solvent 
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with long carbon chain and other functional groups. Without those organic solvents, there 
would be not environment for nanostructure growth and formation. Researchers have 
found several useful capping agents such as ethylenediamine (EDA)  and 
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP). And we are going to use these two materials for our 
synthesis to study the actual effect.  
For wet process synthesis, there are two categories; water phase and organic solvent 
phase. Water phase solution is more straightforward. However, nanomaterial synthesis 
usually requires certain temperature for fast nucleation rate. Water has relatively low 
boiling point so that if the synthesis process takes more than one hour, water evaporation 
would be a severe situation. Organic solvent-based synthesis has better control compared 
to water solution since organic solvents usually have better thermal stability than water. 
Also, some organic solvents are able to reduce the metal salt without further inorganic 
reducing agent addition. At the same time, some organic solvents can play the role of 
capping agent, so no additional capping agent is needed. All these advantages of organic 
solvent make synthesis process easier and less time consuming. 
1.3.2 2D Nanosheet Synthesis Method 
  The synthesis method for 2D nanosheet has not yet well developed. Though there exist 
some successful methods generated by other researchers. For instance, synthesis of 2D 
MoO2 can be produced by following steps. First, dissolve Mo powder in ethanol and stir 
well. Then H2O2 is slowly added and mixed for 18 hrs. Then the precursor solution is 
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mixed with NaOH and followed by drying temperature at 65°C. After annealing and 
cleaning, product can be used for further characterization [33]. Another example of 
fabricating copper nanosheet bundles can be demonstrated into two distinct steps. First, 
ammonium hydroxide is added into CuSO4 solution to form Cu(OH) 2 precipitates. With 
excessive ammonium hydroxide, precipitate would dissolve into ions. Then well 2D CuO 
sheet are obtained by reducing crystal growth rate by increasing pH value to 13. When 
solution is heat up, CuO nuclei assemble together and form unstable nano-structures with 
high aspect ratio [34]. They will self-assembly into 2D sheet bundles [35]. So far, most 
synthesis methods for 2D sheet is solution based. And as mentioned previously, 2D sheet 
nanomaterials have great electrical property because of its unique surface morphology. 
And they have already been applied in electrode fabrication. This brings the motivation to 
further study the growth mechanism and synthesis process of 2D sheet nanomaterials.  
1.4. Objective and Goals for This Study 
With the use of a natural organic compound A and B, a new method to fabricate 
two-dimensional structure nanomaterials will be generated. This method is applicable for 
multiple metal oxdies/hydroxides. The major advantage of this 2D structure nanomaterial 
is its large surface area ratio to thickness. The 2D structure synthesis process is 
demonstrated as following Figure 1.3. The compound A is the key to synthesis process 
due to its reducing ability at high temperature and driving force to form 2D structure. The 




and potentially reduces metal salt into metal oxide. When cool down the product solution, 
the organic compound A crystallizes and changes the structure of metal oxide into 2D 
sheet structure.  
With different organic solvent base, different nanostructure can be formed. In this study, 
growth mechanism of silver nanoparticles, copper nanorod and copper nanowires are also 
presented. 






Chapter 2 Fabrication and Characterization of Two Dimensional Nanomaterials 
2.1. Materials Selection 
2.1.1 Organic Solvent 
 The natural organic compound A employed in this study is a white crystalline powder at 
room temperature. The motivation of using this organic compound is due its thermal 
stability and polarity. It can serve as reducing agent and contribute to microstructure 
change for nanomaterial synthesis. Many researchers have been investigating 
nanomaterial synthesis using other organic solvents such as ethanol and ethylene glycol. 
However, so far no one has yet studied the possibility of use this organic compound A. It 
is always exciting to develop new method for nanomaterial synthesis. 
Organic Compound B is a colorless polar organic solvent that can dissolve both polar 
and non-polar materials. It is less toxic than other organic solvents within its class and 
has relatively high boiling point. Its ability to dissolve many compounds including the 
organic compound A employed for this synthesis. Its high boiling point can make 
synthesis process easier to control with high temperature without worrying evaporation.  
Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) is a popular capping agent for nanomaterial synthesis. It is 
used to protect particles from growing into larger size and control the particle shape. PVP 
is a water soluble homopolymer come from repeated N-vinylpyrrolidone. The polarity of 
PVP comes from polyvinyl group. The N and O elements in the structure exhibit affinity 
for metal ions and particles [36]. By theory, the longer the polymer chain of PVP, the 
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better ability its inhibition of aggregation of small particles [37]. And the amount of PVP 
is also important, the more PVP in solution, the smaller the particle size. But it is also 
found that high concentration of PVP would lead to large nanoparticle size. There is a 
threshold point for size reduction ability, and it depends on solvent base and particle 
concentration. 
Ethylenediamine (EDA) is another colorless liquid organic compound at room 
temperature. It is a strong basic amine and is widely used in chemical synthesis. EDA is 
considered as a strong surfactant and can prevent precipitation from synthesis process. 
For this thesis, EDA is used to serve as capping agent to form copper nanowires. 
2.1.2 Metal Salt and Reducing Agent 
  As introduced in Chapter 1, copper-based materials are the core of the present study. 
For our synthesis, CuSO4-5H2O copper sulfate pentahydrate and CuCl2 copper chloride 
are our primary copper salts. In order to prove that the present method to generate 2D 
structure nanomaterial is applicable for other metal elements, LiOH, FeCl3 and AgNO3 
are also used for synthesis process. 
NaOH is the most common strong basic reducing agent. For any kind of chemical 
reaction that needs reducing agent, NaOH is always in consideration. NaBH4 is another 
common strong reducing agent consisting of tetrahedral BH4 group. It is a grey-white 
microcrystalline powder at room temperature. We choose this material as alternative 
because it is found useful for gold nanoparticle synthesis [38]. Thus, it may also helpful 
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for copper and iron-based nanomaterial synthesis. N2H4 hydrazine is an inorganic 
compound. It is a colorless flammable liquid and highly toxic. It is very dangerous and 
unstable unless being handled in liquid. However, it is an effective reductant because the 
by-products are usually water and nitrogen gas. Also, the synthesis process in this thesis 
is all liquid phase. These two advantages of hydrazine make it become another reducing 
agent candidate.  
2.2. Synthesis Method 
For one typical 2D nanosheet synthesis experiment, 20% wt of organic compound A 
and 1% wt of copper salt are dissolved in water separately at room temperature. Moderate 
speed of magnetic stir is used to dissolve the compound. Then the liquid solution is heat 
up to 80°C under water bath. Once the solution has reached water bath temperature, 
liquid phase copper salt is added to solution. The reaction is proceeded for 30 min. Then 
small amount of NaOH is added into solution and react for another 30 min. The whole 
reaction process is under slow speed magnetic stir to avoid oxygen absorption from the 
air caused by high speed stirring. After completing reaction, the product is cooled down 
to room temperature without fast cooling process.  
To complete analyzing the reaction mechanism, experiments with various reactants are 
tried. Iron salt and silver salt are used to substitute copper salt. And lithium hydroxide is 
used as another reducing agent instead of sodium hydroxide. Different trials with 
temperature from room temperature to 80°C are also tested to study the effect on 
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structure shape. Reducing agent concentration is also varied to investigate shape effect. 
The copper nanorod synthesis has similar process as for copper 2D sheet except the 
solution base is 20% wt of organic compound A in pure organic compound B solution. 
Silver nanoparticle synthesis has similar procedure as copper 2D sheet. For one typical 
trial, ~5 mg of silver salt is added into 5 ml 80°C preheated 20% wt organic compound A 
in water solution for 1-hour reaction. Silver material is light sensitive, so the whole 
process is kept without bright light. 
For copper nanowire synthesis process, 1% wt of copper salt is dissolved in water to 
form ions. Then after mixing with NaOH and EDA, aqueous copper is added. The 
solution mix is then placed in water bath at 60°C. After that, hydrazine is added to 
solution to reduce copper salt. The whole synthesis process is kept from 1 hour to 5 hours 
for different trials. 
2.3. Characterization of Nanomaterials 
2.3.1 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
 TEM has always been a very popular tool for high magnification imaging. The TEM 
used for this study is FEI F-20 model as shown in Figure 2.1 It has flexible working 
voltage range from 40-200 kV generated by electron beam. This model is capable of high 
angle tilt at 40°C at high resolution mode and scanning TEM mode. It is also a fully 
loaded TEM with functions of energy disperse spectrometry (EDS), electron energy loss 
spectroscopy (EELS), bright field imaging, dark field imaging, high angle annular dark 
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field imaging and all other imaging tools. For our synthesis characterization, bright field 
images are the primary imaging technique we use because of its quality of brightness and 
contrast. The operation condition is set at 200kV with spot size 5. Smallest objective 
aperture is inserted when capturing images to optimize surface morphology detail of 
specimen.   
 For TEM sample preparation, the process is straightforward and time efficient. Small 
copper grid coated with lacy carbon is used as sample collector. It is a 3.05mm diameter 
with 300 mesh copper-based grid. For one typical preparation, one drop of liquid product 
is added on the grid. After the grid captures nanomaterials from the solution around 5 
minutes, excessive solution on the top of grid is removed. Then the grid is washed by 
methanol and placed in secure container. The grid is then dried with turbo pump for at 
least 5 hours. This vacuum process aims to complete dry the grid since TEM operation 
requires dried sample in the column to avoid contamination. 
Figure 2.1 FEI F-20 TEM in CEMN at Portland State University 
SEM is also a popular high magnification imaging technique. It is a perfect tool to 
analyze rough surface or bulk material. TEM is chosen rather SEM is because of the 
following reasons. First, the scale of nanomaterials is relatively small. Although SEM 
takes less time to setup, it would be challenging for SEM to go extreme high 
magnification. Generally, TEM has better resolution ability than SEM. Also, TEM images 
helps to find dispersion of any phase in polymeric medium. TEM can distinguish two 
different materials for the same size through selected area diffraction pattern (SAED). 
Second, SEM specimen holder is usually a thick aluminum stub. When a liquid solution 
is dropped on aluminum surface, it is possible the reducing agent from liquid react with 
aluminum and produce unnecessary compounds. Furthermore, when analyze extreme 
small size particles, we can use high resolution (HR) TEM images to calculate lattice 
spacing and see lattice fringes to study internal structure. For this thesis, all products are 
in the form of nanomaterials. Thus, we choose TEM rather than SEM. SEM may be a 
better tool later when making thin films or other devices. 
2.3.2 Ultraviolet-Visible Spectroscopy (UV-VIS) 
 UV-VIS is the primary tool for light absorption analysis. Molecules that containing 
π-electrons and n-electrons can absorb energy in the form of ultraviolet or visible light to 
excite those electrons to higher state molecular orbitals [39]. Easily excited electrons can 
absorb long wavelength of light. Electrons that are hard to get excited will absorb short 
wavelength of light. UV-VIS is usually applied for quantitative determination such as 
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metal ions, organic compound, and biological molecules. Depending on the wavelength 
absorption range, there exist near infrared range spectroscopy and far infrared range 
spectroscopy.  
Figure 2.2 Thermal Fisher Evolution 260 BIO from University of Portland 
 Figure 2.2 shows the UV-VIS testing machine we used for this thesis. The advantage of 
this machine is its far infrared wavelength detection range. It is built up to 1100 nm 
wavelength. The general working principal for UV-VIS is shining a monochromatic light 
to a sample, and then measure how much light is absorbed. And repeat this step for each 
wavelength. On the materials side, absorption of a photon with certain frequency can 
cause a transition between ground state and excited state separated by band gap energy 
ΔE. Semiconductor materials usually have a non-zero small band gap. If it can 
characterize one material with microstructure with small band gap value, this material 
may have potential application for electrical property. For a given UV-VIS spectrum, 
there usually exist some peaks. The top of the peak is the wavelength of maximum 
transmittance λmax. With this λmax value, it is able to calculate the energy gap ΔE. When 
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characterizing similar materials with different synthesis conditions, the height and overall 
shape of UV-VIS spectrums can be useful to determine concentration information. When 
peaks are at the same wavelength but different absorption number, the higher the 
absorption value, the higher the material concentration. This is because particle number 
will affect absorption intensity. Also, multiple peaks may exist for one complex solution 
with several ingredients. 
2.3.3 Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 
FTIR is another infrared spectrum technique to analyze absorption or emission of solid, 
liquid or gas. For any infrared spectrum (IR) technique, it is to measure how well the 
sample absorbs light at each wavelength. For FTIR, it has different working principals 
than UV-VIS. It shines a beam containing different frequencies of light at once and 
measures sample absorption. Then a second beam containing other combination of 
different frequencies of light hit sample again and measures absorption. Then software 
would collect all data and analyze the absorption at each wavelength [40]. 
Figure 2.3 Thermal Fisher FTIR in CEMN at Portland State University 
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Figure 2.3 shows the FTIR we used for synthesis characterization. By principal, FTIR 
has the following advantages compared to scanning spectrometer. First, FTIR collect all 
wavelength at the same time simultaneously. It has higher signal-to-noise ratio. Second, 
normal scanning spectroscopy monochromator has entrance and exit slits and restricts the 
amount of light passing through. For FTIR, there require no slit. Third, the wavelength 
accuracy is better because the scale is calibrated of known wavelength [41]. But, FTIR 
spectroscopy is more like vibrational spectroscopic technique that allow accurate and 
precise assignment of the functional groups and bonding types. The spectral bands in 
vibrational spectra are molecule detailed and provide direct information about the 
biochemical composition [42]. FTIR peaks oftentimes are relatively narrow and they are 
usually associated with vibration of chemical bonds or functional groups in the molecule 
[43,44]. Thus, FTIR is widely used in biological and medical area. FTIR is not the perfect 
tool for this study. But the synthesis materials are mostly organic solvent-based solution, 
FTIR would help to determine all functional groups from all reactants. 
Chapter 3 Synthesis Results
3.1. 2D Structure Nanosheet Formation 
  With the synthesis method described in Chapter 2.2, copper 2D nanosheet is formed. 
The products in Figure 3.1 are obtained with different experiment setups in order to 
understand the reaction process. Products in (a) contains NaOH reducing agent, while as 
products in (b) does not have any additional reducing agent. In (a) and (b), there both 
exist large surface area 2D sheet. In (a) there are some small nanoparticles in between the 
2D sheets. This is caused by fast reduction and nucleation rate of high concentration 
reducing agent. NaOH is a very strong reducing agent. When NaOH is added, the 
reaction will take place simultaneously and affect micro-structure formation. With no 
reducing agent, in (b) the nanoparticle disappears. By EDS result in Appendix, when 
there is no reducing agent, the products are copper oxide. When there is presence of 
NaOH, the 2D sheet is mainly copper hydroxide. When the concentration of NaOH is 
high and forming copper nanoparticles, the products is mainly pure copper. The copper 
weight percentage for both oxide and hydroxide is similar because hydrogen has low 
atomic weight. They both have 2D sheet structure but with minor difference on the 
surface morphology. The nanoparticles shown in Figure 3.1 can be minimized by 
carefully diluting NaOH concentration. To further prove this copper 2D sheet structure is 
unique only with presence of the organic compound A, pure aqueous copper solution in 
water is produced.  
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Figure 3.1 TEM image of copper nanosheet, (a) with reducing agent NaOH (scale bar 200nm), (b) with 
no reducing agent (scale bar 50nm), (c) CuSO4 in water (scale bar 50nm) 
The cotton shaped aggregation in Figure 3.1 (c) is the copper ions. The cotton structure 
remains the structure when heating up copper salt solution in water to 80°C. At room 
temperature, with the presence of organic compound A, the synthesis products would 
have similar structure as in Figure 3.1 (c). At the same time, the copper salt is not being 
reduced to copper oxide. The 2D sheet will only form with high temperature water bath. 
This phenomenon proves the hypothesis that crystallization of the organic compound A is 
the key to 2D sheet formation. Without the presence of organic compound A, copper salt 





thermal heat is essential for the synthesis to provide temperature environment for the 
organic compound A to reduce the copper salt. It is found less 2D sheet would form with 
synthesis temperature of 60°C compared to 80°C. This may cause by incomplete 
crystallization process. When temperature is over 100°C, the solution mix has 
evaporation problem. Thus, 80°C would be ideal temperature for this synthesis. The 
concentration of organic compound A also affects 2D sheet formation. 
Figure 3.2 TEM image of 2D sheet with various organic compound A concentration, (a) diluted 10% wt 
(scale bar 0.2 μm), (b)20% wt (scale bar 200 nm), (c) high concentration 30% wt (scale bar 200 nm) 
Figure 3.2 shows the shape of 2D sheet at different organic compound A concentration. 





with 20% wt organic compound. Also, there exist some needle shape copper nanorods. 
With high organic compound A concentration, the growth shape starts to yield. Also, the 
surface area is not as large as that from 20% wt concentration. The products obtained 
with high concentration still hold 2D sheet structure, but their distribution is not uniform. 
Furthermore, 2D sheet obtained from high concentration seems to have multiple layers 
stacking order. This could cause by fast crystallization rate. From above results, it is able 
to conclude the best synthesis condition for copper oxide 2D sheet is around 20% wt of 
organic compound A in water. To minimize the by-product of copper nanoparticles, a 
weak reducing agent LiOH is used to react with copper. With moderate level of 
nucleation rate, there should be no nanoparticle formation. Also, aqueous lithium can be 
directly used as electrode material. If 2D structure is successfully formed. This solution 
may be applied in electrode fabrication. 
Figure 3.3 TEM image of 2D nanosheet with addition of LiOH (scale bar 200nm) 
2D hydroxide sheet in Figure 3.3 has even better surface morphology than oxide sheet. 
The 2D nanosheet structure is formed and no nanoparticles are formed. Without instant 
(a) (b)
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formation of nanoaparticles, a moderate reducing agent can initiate replacement reaction 
without forming unnecessary structure. Under this condition, the product is the mix of 
copper oxide and hydroxide. Because even without LiOH, the organic compound A has 
already reduced some ions into oxides. So far copper oxide/hydroxide 2D sheet have 
been successfully formed with the use of the organic compound A. It can apply this 
synthesis method to other metal elements. 
Iron is another transition metal. It is also very conductive and have many applications 
in electronics. It would be fascinating if the synthesis method can be applied to iron. 
Since NaOH would cause fast nucleation rate and create by-product, NaBH4 is used as 
reducing agent for iron salt. To first confirm its natural structure, samples are prepared at 
room temperature with different experiment setup.
(b)(a)
Figure 3.4 TEM images of iron nanomaterials, (a) RT without reducing agent (scale bar 100 nm), (b) RT 
with reducing agent (scale bar 50 nm), (c) RT with reducing agent (scale bar 50 nm) 
Figure 3.4 (a) shows iron needle structure formed at room temperature with no 
reducing agent. Products in Figure 3.4 (b) and (c) are prepared at room temperature with 
addition of NaBH4. And Figure 3.4(b) and (c) images are taken from the same specimen. 
Specimen in Figure 3.4 (b) has similar structure as copper ions in water solution showed 
in Figure 3.1(c). In Figure 3.4 (c) it can observe presence of potential 2D nanosheet. But 
most area in specimen has similar structure as in Figure 3.4 (b). Thus, it is confirmed that 
iron salt would not form into 2D structure at room temperature. Thermal heat is necessary 
for 2D structure formation, just as the same procedure to produce copper 2D sheet. Figure 
3.5 shows the result of iron product obtained at high temperature. The EDS results show 
both products are iron oxide. One is obtained without addition of NaBH4 while another is 
obtained with the presence of NaBH4. 
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(c)
Figure 3.5 TEM images of iron 2D structure at 80°C, (a) no reducing agent (scale bar 50 nm), (b) with 
addition of NaBH4 (scale bar 50 nm) 
During actual synthesis process, it is interesting to observe reddish brown color 
solution after 30 minutes even without presence of reducing agent. When there is 
presence of NaBH4, the ions are fast reduced to iron and precipitate out black powder. 
But after long enough time, those black precipitates would disappear. And final product 
color is also reddish brown. This color change shows the organic compound A has strong 
reducing ability at high temperature while at room temperature it does not show obvious 
reducing ability. According to Figure 3.5, the structure formed is 2D sheet with small 
surface area. However, it has some vacancies on the surface. This may be a potential 
signal of nanotube structure. On the other hand, this is still a promising good structure 




Figure 3.6 HRTEM image of iron 2D structure, both (a) and (b) taken from the same specimen (scale bar 2 
nm) 
From the HRTEM images, it is clearly to observe randomly arranged surface lattice 
fringes which indicates the structure is 2D sheet rather than nanotube. For a typical 
nanotube structure, lattice fringes should align each other with certain order. In Figure 3.6, 
the lattice fringes do not follow a specific order or organized pattern. They are more 
randomly distributed. Also, at the edge of one element, there is no curved shape which 
also support it is not nanotube. The contrast difference in Figure 3.6 (b) is caused by 
stacking of multiple layers which comes from aggregation as observed in Figure 3.5. 
Thus, the iron oxide is also 2D sheet but with smaller surface area compared to copper 
2D sheet. In Chapter 3.2.2, silver is further tested with this synthesis method. 
3.2. Other Nanostructures Formation 
3.2.1 Nanorod  
 When the solution base is organic compound A and B, the final product is rod shape 




idea of using mixed compound solution is to increase the boiling temperature compared 
to the solution of organic compound A in water. However, the combination of organic 
compound A and B is found not useful to form 2D sheet structure. Also, 2D structure 
formation does not require temperature over 100°C based on previous result. Figure 3.7 
shows the nanorod formation under different temperature at 40°C, 60°C and 80°C. All 
nanorods are surrounded by random shaped small particles. They are unwashed organic 
solvent acting as surfactant on the nanorod surface. This can be removed by further 
cleaning process such as sonication or centrifuge. Unlike 2D sheet synthesis, this nanorod 
synthesis solution has two organic solvents which causes surfactant attachment to the 
particle surface. Nanorod is also considered as good nanostructure. As introduced in 
Chapter 1.2, nanocrystal oftentimes shows light absorption property. If nanorod with long 
length and small diameter can be formed, it can certainly be applied in energy storage 
area. Thus, it is worth further optimizing the copper nanorods. 
(a) (b)
Figure 3.7 TEM images of Copper nanorods obtained at different temperature, (a) 40°C, (b) 60°C, (c) 
80°C (scale bar all with 0.2 μm) 
Table 1 Average size of nanorod under various temperature 




40 0.5 45 0.58±0.27 
60 0.5 45 0.74±0.16 
80 0.5 45 0.81±0.11 
  To have better size and shape distribution, various temperature control is tested. 
Table 1 shows the average size of nanorod. The product at 40°C has large deviation 
which indicates the reaction nucleation rate differs between different crystals at this 
environment temperature. Also, nanorods in Figure 3.7(a) have smallest length. They 
show rectangular shape rather than rod shape. With increasing temperature, the shape and 
size are better. While the average length of nanorods shows consistency at both 60°C and 
80°C, the diameter of nanorods is slightly smaller at 80°C. But overall the nanorods 
obtained at 60°C and 80°C are very similar. So far, low synthesis temperature is not 




Figure 3.8 Copper nanorod obtained with addition of PVP, (a) with 1% PVP, (b) with 2% PVP ((a) and 
(b) scale bar 100 nm), (c) with3% PVP, (d) with 4% PVP ((c) and (d) scale bar 0.2 μm)
In order to further optimize size and shape of nanorod, a common capping agent PVP 
is added to solution. PVP is proved to be effective to inhibit particle aggregation for 
nanoparticle synthesis. As introduced in Chapter 2, the longer the polymer chain of PVP, 
the better ability its inhibition of aggregation of silver particles. And the amount of PVP 
is also important, the more PVP in solution, the smaller the particle size. However, from 
our synthesis results, it is clear that with more PVP added, the length of rod gets smaller. 
The original goal is to let PVP inhibit the growth of diameter size and make nanorod 






turns out that PVP inhibits the growth of nanorod length. The aspect ratio for nanorod is 
crucial, the better aspect ratio would give nanorod better potential of light absorption 
property. Thus, with the temperature and capping agent control, it is able to conclude the 
best synthesis condition for copper nanorod is 60-80°C with no PVP. The nanorod 
product from this synthesis process is not an ideal 2D structure. However, nanorod has 
been proved to show light absorption property. By IR testing both copper nanorod and 2D 
sheet, it is able to find a better structure for light absorption. 
3.2.2. Nanoparticle 
In Chapter 3.1, it is verified that the synthesis method is applicable to form copper 
oxide/hydroxide and iron oxide 2D sheet. It would be interesting to further extend the 
possibility to from 2D sheet with other metal elements. Copper is the core of this study 
because of its low cost and excellent electrical property. While silver is the most 
conductive metal but with relatively high cost compared to copper. Silver nanomaterials 
has been so dominant because of its optical, electrical and chemical properties [45]. All 
those properties are depending on particle size, shape, distribution and structure. With the 
successful synthesis method to generate copper 2D structure with organic compound A, it 
may be possible to duplicate the method and apply to silver. Following the similar 
synthesis process as copper, silver samples are prepared. 
Figure 3.9 TEM image of silver nanoparticles, (a) 0% PVP, (b) 1.5% PVP, (c) 3% of PVP (scale bar 50 
nm) 
Table 2 Average size of silver nanoparticles 








Average size of 
silver nanoparticles 
(nm) 
0 10 0.04 68±6.3 
1.5 10 0.04 46±3.6 
3.0 10 0.04 17±4.7 
As result, there is no sign of 2D sheet formation. Instead, Silver nanoparticles formed. 
As shown in Figure 3.9 (a), large size silver nanoparticles with lots of aggregation are 
formed. It is found for this silver nanoparticle formation, reducing agent is not necessary. 




for silver nanoparticle formation, PVP is proved to be effective to reduce particle size 
significantly. The particle size is optimized with 3% PVP. When PVP concentration is 
higher than 3%, the particle size starts to increase again. The particle size is also found 
related to synthesis temperature. Large size particles are formed at low temperature, and 
small size particles are formed at high temperature. An ideal silver nanoparticle size 
should be less than 10 nm. The smallest silver nanoparticle in this study has surface 
diameter less than 10 nm. But there exist aggregation and the size distribution are not 
uniform. In general, to better optimize this nanoparticle synthesis, better temperature 
control and precise amount of PVP are needed. Thus, we verify the synthesis method to 
form copper 2D sheet is not applicable on silver. Instead, this method leads to silver 
nanoparticle formation. 
3.2.3 Nanowire  
Nanowire is a popular research area for its tremendous electrical property. It is a very 
promising nanomaterial due to its ultra-high length to thickness aspect ratio. The very 
original inspiration of this study is to use the organic compound A to form copper 
nanowires. But the organic compound A has shown its ability to form 2D sheet structure 
based on previous results in this study. So alternative materials and method are applied to 
produce copper nanowires. The nanowire growth starts from a small particle seed. Then 
with capping agent and surfactant, small seeds will tend to grow in certain direction. 
After long enough time, the seeds eventually become long wires. Reaction time, reducing 
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agent concentration, temperature are main factors affecting nanowire synthesis. 
For a typical experiment, 10 mg copper salt is first dissolved in 2ml of water. Then 10 
ml of 1 M sodium hydroxide is prepared and mix with capping agent EDA. After adding 
aqueous copper salt into solution and mixing all reactant well, the mix is placed in water 
bath at controlled temperature at 60°C. After that, hydrazine is added to reactant solution. 
The growth time is set from 1 to 3 hours for different trials. According to color change 
during the synthesis, the reaction can be divided into three phases.  
Phase 1: NaClOHCuNaOHCuCl 2)(2 22   
In this stage, copper salt reacts with NaOH and form copper hydroxide. The presence 
of EDA would serve as a surfactant and prevent copper hydroxide precipitation. The 
solution is clear dark blue at this moment. 
Phase 2: OHNOCuHNOHCu 222422 62)( 
After addition of hydrazine, copper hydroxide is reduced to copper oxide particles. 
And now the solution turns into clear color solution mixed with both copper hydroxide 
and copper oxide particles 
Phase 3: 22422 242 NOHCuHNOCu   
With thermal heat provide by water bath and presence of hydrazine, the copper oxide 
particles is further reduced to copper seeds and form a red brown solution. The copper 
seeds will start to grow and form nanowires. The final product solution color is reddish 
brown. 
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During the whole process, copper hydroxide is unstable and can be easily reduced to 
copper oxide. EDA not only prevent Cu2+ precipitation, but also contributes to inhibition 
of Cu+ transferring back to Cu2+. In addition, the NaOH concentration must be excessive 
and copper salt concentration must be lowered. This is because NaOH is continuously 
consumed during the whole process. If the amount of NaOH is not enough, the reduction 
reaction is not complete to generate copper oxide. Also, the final product nanowire is not 
pure copper. It is the mix of copper and copper oxide. 
Figure 3.10 TEM image of copper nanoparticles and nanowires, (a) large size copper nanoparticles 
(scale bar 50 nm), (b) copper nanowire growth from copper seeds (scale bar 200 nm), (c) nanowires and 






  The first factor affecting nanowire growth is reducing agent concentration. Hydrazine 
is a strong basic liquid. Considering the low concentration of copper ions in solution, 
usually less than 1% wt, a sudden addition of 35% wt hydrazine in water would fast 
reduce ions to copper particles. Figure 3.10(a) shows the nanoparticle formation with fast 
reducing process. The nucleation rate is too fast that nanoparticles close all growth 
direction and stay in the form of spherical shape particles no matter how long the 
synthesis process takes. In Figure 3.10 (b) it is able to observe some nanowires formation, 
but those nanowires distribution percentage is very low among all specimen. Figure 3.10 
(c) and (d) show nanowire formed with diluted reducing agent. The nanowire formation
is much more dominant than previous high concentration hydrazine. Meanwhile, there 
still exist some nanoparticles. In order to let all nanoparticles grow into nanowires, 
following variables need to be studied: reaction time, concentration ratio between 
reducing agent EDA and reaction environment NaOH. 
Figure 3.11 TEM image of copper nanowires (scale bar 50 nm) 
The above image shows the outstanding copper nanowire product. The length is over 1 
micron and with less than 10 nm diameter. Thus, the overall aspect ratio is over 300. As 
we known, the aspect ratio determines nanowire property. Just like the 2D nanosheet, 
large surface area ratio to thickness would affect the overall optical property. It is found 
that when NaOH concentration is high, the need for EDA can be lowered. When NaOH 
concentration is low, more EDA in needed. However, the concentration of NaOH should 
always be excessive than copper since the reaction consume NaOH continuously. The pH 
value of solution is constantly high around 13 to 14. As described in nanowire synthesis 
process, hydrazine is the main reducing agent. And hydrazine concentration is one of the 
most important factors contributes to nanowire formation. The first stage of reduction is 
to change Cu2+ into Cu+. The dark blue solution would turn into clear transparent color. 
For a 10 ml solution mix consist of ~10 mg of copper salt and 1M NaOH, the hydrazine 
added should be less than 0.5 ml. For 0.5 ml of hydrazine, if its concentration is more 
than 10 wt% in water, the reducing speed would be too fast. The solution would turn from 
dark clear blue to light yellow. The yellow color comes from precipitates of copper 
nanoparticles. And those nanoparticles have large size up to 200 nm and would not grow 
into wires no matter how long the synthesis time is. In order to let the three phases 
reactions take place in correct order, the speed and amount of adding hydrazine is very 
crucial for the process. As long as a sudden color change is observed from phase 2 to 
phase 3, it is the sign of fast reducing and nucleation rate. For a typical successful 
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experiment, it usually takes approximately 20 to 30 minutes to observe color change from 
clear transparent to reddish brown. And it requires certain times for nanowires to grow. 
Nanowires in Figure 3.10 (d) are formed with 1-hour synthesis process and nanowires in 
Figure 3.11 are formed with 3 hours. As for the temperature, low temperature is would 
cause slow nucleation rate. However, this is a water phase solution, once temperature 
pass 80°C, water evaporation would accelerate. Since one complete experiment would 
take few hours, high temperature would have potential risk of dried out solution. Thus, a 
moderate temperature around 60°C is preferred. To conclude, so far, the best synthesis 
condition to form copper nanowire from this method is 60°C with 3M NaOH, 1% wt 
copper salt and 0.1M of EDA.  
3.3. Conclusion 
The 2D sheet formation hypothesis shown in Chapter 1.4 is proved. It can successfully 
form copper oxide/hydroxide 2D nanosheet structure. This method is also applicable for 
iron oxide sheet, but iron oxide has much smaller surface area compared to copper 2D 
sheet. Furthermore, the organic compound A also shows the ability to produce silver 
nanoparticles. And the particle size is optimized with PVP. The organic compound A is 
proved not applicable for copper nanowire synthesis. Thus, alternative method is tested 
and studied to fabricate copper nanowires. The silver nanoparticles and copper nanowires 
need further optimization. In the next chapter, IR absorption of copper 2D sheet as well 
as copper nanorod are tested and discussed.  
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Chapter 4 IR Characterization 
4.1. FTIR 
Figure 4.1 FTIR of solvent background and copper nanorod obtained at different temperature 
Figure 4.1 is the FTIR containing all copper nanorod formation solutions. This diagram 
shows all spectrums that are useful to characterize functional groups. The two bottom 
spectrums are background. One with reducing agent and another without reducing agent. 
And the top three spectrums are the nanorod product solution obtained under different 
temperature. All copper nanorod spectrums have similar shape and peak locations. This is 
a sign showing the nanorod concentrations are similar for all three solutions obtained 
under different temperatures. By subtracting each copper nanorod curve with the 
background organic solution curve, it is able to get three spectrums with only copper 

























Figure 4.2 FTIR of Copper nanorod obtained at 40°C, 60°C and 80°C 
Figure 4.2 shows the result for three spectrums at three different temperature. The three 
spectrums have slight difference in absorbance height, the 40°C and 60°C curves are 
almost identical. This indicates that the most products in solutions have the same 
concentration. The height differential is caused by light scattering produced by 
precipitates from solution. During the nanorod synthesis process, some small particles 
would precipitate out of solution after addition of reducing agent. And those particles are 
randomly distributed in the solution. When performing FTIR testing, it is hard to control 
precipitates amount in one drop. And those unknown amount precipitates would affect 
absorption detection process. This cause the absorbance difference for three curves. 
Despite that fact, the three curves still indicate there is no significant concentration 























are proved to be better at higher temperature, the overall concentration of products 
remains the same. FTIR spectrum is useful to analyze chemical compositional 
information. From the subtraction result, the strongest peak band at 3405 cm-1 comes 
from OH group from reducing agent NaOH [46]. While the band at 1655 cm-1 is the C=C 
group [47,48]. The absorption peak at low frequency 1015 cm-1 is the C-O group [49]. 
There are few small peals at lower frequency region around 700 cm-1 and 500 cm-1 are the 
vibration of Cu-O. Overall, the FTIR spectrums shows all peaks comes from reactants 
and prove the product is oxide-based materials. 
The two FTIR spectrums for copper 2D nanosheet are obtained by subtracting product 
solutions by organic solvent solution background. The overall shape of spectrums for 
both copper oxides and copper hydroxides is similar. The bottom spectrum is the copper 
oxide 2D sheet and upper spectrum is copper hydroxide 2D sheet. The two spectrums are 
obtained by subtracting product solution spectrum with background organic solvent 
spectrum. The solution with LiOH shows positive absorbance value of OH group and 
indicates higher concentration of OH. The copper with lithium spectrum also shows a 
interesting high peak at 3183 cm-1 indicating strong C-H bond vibration [50]. Both 
spectrums have C-O vibration at 1050 cm-1[51]. And copper oxide 2D sheet spectrum has 
another peak at 1290 cm-1 which supposed to be amide III [52]. But there is no such 
element in the solution, this may cause by C-O group vibration coordinating with lithium 
ions. This indicates surfactant absorption on the nanosheet. Both curves have some small 
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peaks at low frequency below 700 cm-1 which are Cu-O vibration. The copper and lithium 
curve also has small peak around 950 cm-1 which is the vibration of copper hydroxide 
vibration. This supports the 2D sheet formed with addition of LiOH is copper hydroxide. 
Figure 4.3 FTIR spectrums of copper 2D sheet (copper oxide and copper hydroxide with addition of LiOH) 
 Since the synthesis method in this study is organic solution based, FTIR is useful to 
detect all functional groups from the organic compounds. Also, FTIR helps to confirm the 
copper 2D sheets are oxide and hydroxide under different experiment setup. To further 
study light absorption property of 2D sheet and nanorod, another IR absorption technique 
UV-VIS test is generated. 
4.2. UV-VIS 
 Figure 4.4 shows result of a near infrared test for both copper nanorod and copper 2D 
structure sheet. The spectrums show higher absorbance at low wavelength are copper 






















absorbance at high wavelength around 700-800 nm are copper 2D sheet products. The 
spectrum with highest absorbance value at 800 nm is the copper hydroxide 2D sheet with 
addition of LiOH. Another spectrum with slightly low absorbance value at 800 nm is the 
copper 2D nanosheet. 
Figure 4.4 UV-VIS spectrums of copper nanorod and copper 2D sheet
 In near infrared range, there is no sign of obvious peak for both 2D sheet and nanorod. 
The copper 2D sheet spectrums have suspect peak around 800 nm since the spectrums 
start to drop after 800nm. But since the IR range is not long enough, it is not enough to 
prove existence of peak at 800 nm for copper 2D sheet. Although no obvious peak is 
found yet, the consistent curve shape for both nanorod and nanosheet is a good sign 
proving there is no significant difference of product concentration. The spectrum of 





















copper 2D sheet 
80°C 
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This is caused by O-H group from both LiOH and copper hydroxide. The three copper 
nanorod spectrums has similar absorption height difference as in the FTIR spectrums. 
Copper Nanorod obtained at 40°C has highest absorption value compared to nanorod 
obtained at 60°C and 80°C. This is the same result as characterized in FTIR spectrums. 
So far, Figure 4.4 shows no obvious light absorption property at the near IR range for 
both copper 2D sheet and copper nanorod. To further study the light absorption property, 
Thermal Fisher Evolution 260 BIO is used to extend the IR range to 1100nm. With longer 
wavelength detection, it is able to confirm whether the two copper 2D sheet spectrums 
have real peak around 800 nm. 
 From Figure 4.5, it is clear the copper nanorod on the other hand, do not generate 
obvious absorption peak at far IR range according to Figure 4.6. There exist very broad 
peaks at 800 nm for nanorod, but the height of peaks is so low that they may false peaks. 
Even if the peaks from nanorod are real peaks, when comparing these two different kinds 
of peaks from nanorod and nanosheet. There exist about 1 unit of absorption difference 
from the graph. This is due to the 2D sheet has the advantage of absorbing visible light 
along the major axis of the surface. The larger the surface aspect ratio, the better ability to 
absorb light [53]. The nanorod not only has large diameter, but also the aspect ratio 
between its length and diameter is less than 10. This contributes to the broad false peaks 
of light absorption at 800 nm for copper nanorod. In Figure 4.4, nanorod spectrums 
shows consistent shape at near IR range. However, when extended to far IR range, as 
shown in Figure 4.6, 80°C nanorod spectrum shows different shape compared to 40°C 
and 60°C spectrums. The TEM images in Chapter 3.2.1 shows consistent shape of 
nanorod from three different temperatures. But the UV-VIS shows the nanorod 
concentration obtained at 80°C may have significant difference compared to nanrod at 
40°C and 60°C solution. 
Figure 4.5 UV-VIS spectrums of copper 2D sheet (copper oxide and copper hydroxide with addition of 
LiOH)
On Figure 4.5, it is able to observe an absorbance number difference at 800 nm for two 
curves. This does not indicate a concentration difference of 2D structure material in 
solution. Instead, this absorbance height difference is caused by light scattering signals 
generated by precipitates in the solution. The top spectrum is the solution with LiOH 



















2D sheet solution with no precipitation. Normally for a UV-VIS spectrum, curves with 
similar shape to each other but showing shifting position means concentration difference. 
This is not applicable for this spectrum because the two solution has different chemical 
elements. One is copper oxide, and another is mix of copper oxide/hydroxide. And the 
upshifting for the top spectrum below 600 nm is caused by O-H group. Interestingly, 
monolayer and multilayer graphene also show nonlinear absorption at 800 nm. Graphene 
is a promising saturable absorber with potential laser photonics application [54]. The 
copper 2D sheet may also have the potential application in such area. 
Figure 4.6 UV-VIS spectrums for copper nanorod at 40°C, 60°C and 80°C 
The iron-based nanomaterials do not show obvious light absorption peak according to 
Figure 4.7. This further proves the importance of aspect ratio of surface area to thickness 




















copper 2D sheet, it is reasonable iron 2D sheet do not show light absorption property. (b), 
(c), (d) spectrums in Figure 4.7 have similar shape which indicates the concentration of 
iron oxide is similar at room temperature and high temperature. 
Figure 4.7 UV-VIS spectrums of iron-based nanomaterials, (a) RT without reducing agent, (b)RT with 
reducing agent, (c) 2D structure with reducing agent at 80°C, (d) 2D structure without reducing agent at 
80°C 
From all IR testing results, only copper 2D sheet shows light absorption property 
around 800 nm. Copper nanorod and iron 2D sheet do not show obvious light absorption 
property. The main reason is copper 2D sheet has largest surface area to thickness aspect 
ratio. While the copper nanorod is not long enough and iron 2D sheet surface area is too 
small. So even two materials have similar structure, the actual property is differed based 
on their microstructure. Fundamentally high aspect ratio is considered as priority factor 

















(c)80°C with reducing agent
(d)80°C without reducing agent
(b)RT with reducing agent
(a)RT without reducing agent
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thickness are the key qualities. For 2D nanosheet, large surface area and small thickness 
are preferred. Aspect ratio is important not only for light absorption property, but also for 
electrical property and other chemical properties. Copper nanowires and silver 
nanoparticles are not tested because they are known for electrical property, not optical 
property. Also, the nanowires and nanoparticles formed in this study need improvement 
for further testing. 
Chapter 5 Conclusion and Future Work 
5.1. Summary and Conclusion 
 In this study, natural organic compound A and B are used as solvents for various wet 
process nanomaterials synthesis. Starting with a hypothesis that with presence of the 
organic compound A, it can form 2D sheet structure nanomaterials. With various 
synthesis results with copper, lithium and iron salts, it is proved that this hypothesis is 
applicable to form multiple 2D materials such as copper oxide/hydroxide and iron oxide. 
Furthermore, the organic compound A is also found useful for silver nanoparticle 
synthesis. The organic compound A is not applicable for 2D nanowire synthesis. Instead 
alternative method is studied to fabricate copper nanowires using other inorganic and 
organic materials. The 2D copper nanosheet show light absorption properties at around 
800 nm characterized by UV-VIS. While as the copper nanorod and iron 2D structure do 
not show obvious light absorption property. To conclude, a new method to produce metal 
oxide 2D nanosheet is generated using organic compound A. And the copper 2D sheet 
may have potential application in energy storage area. By studying all different 
microstructures formed in this study, large aspect ratio is found extreme important for 
good materials quality. 
5.2. Future Work 
This study is more about explore a new method to produce two dimensional 
nanomaterials. Here I give suggestions for future work. First, it would be better to find a 
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way to optimized aspect ratio and produce uniform shape 2D structure. Better shape can 
fundamentally improve its property. Second, there are lots of other conductive transition 
metals can be tested. If this synthesis method is further proved to be applicable for more 
conductive metals, it would have a much broader application. Third, we have found 
interesting light absorption properties for our copper 2D nanosheet. But further property 
test is needed to find best application for this synthesis. For example, we can coat our 
two-dimensional sheet on OLED and test absorption quality of light. Furthermore, all the 
nanomaterials we formed in this study may have tremendous electrical property. It would 
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Appendix 
List of Spectrums and Tables from EDS Results of Various 2D Nanomaterials 
Figure 1 EDS of copper oxide sheet 
Figure 2 EDS of copper 2D sheet and nanoparticles with high concentration of NaOH 
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Figure 3 EDS of 2D copper hydroxide/oxide with LiOH 
Figure 4 EDS of iron oxide without reducing agent 
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Figure 5 EDS of iron oxide with reducing agent 
Table 1 EDS quantitative result of copper 2D oxide 
Element Line Type k Factor Wt% Wt% Sigma 
C K series 1.732 5.02 0.17 
O K series 1.264 35.31 0.25 
Cu K series 0.814 59.66 0.26 
Total: 100.00 
Table 2 EDS quantitative result of copper 2D hydroxide 
Element Line Type k Factor Wt% Wt% Sigma 
C K series 1.732 14.28 0.30 
O K series 1.264 21.30 0.27 
S K series 0.626 4.90 0.11 
Cu K series 0.814 59.51 0.32 
Total: 100.00 
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Table 3 EDS quantitative result of iron oxide 
Element Line Type k Factor Wt% Wt% Sigma 
C K series 1.732 8.80 0.29 
O K series 1.264 27.05 0.34 
S K series 0.626 0.94 0.07 
Fe K series 0.734 43.59 0.33 
Cu K series 0.814 19.63 0.24 
Total: 100.00 
